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PORTAGE REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Executive Summary

Developing strategic areas for an organization is a process of determining its pathway
or direction and making decisions on ensuring the adequate amount of resources to
pursue this strategy.  It is a pathway to enhance an organization and to help with long
term success and sustainability. A strategic plan is a longer-termed plan for progress
towards the overall vision of the organization. 
 
The strategic plan has been developed for the Portage Regional Economic Development
has identified 4 strategic areas. Each one of these strategic areas represents a high-
level view in the area of strategic importance that was identified as imperative to the
future of this organization.   
 
Each of these strategic areas represents the feedback provided by the Board of
Directors for PRED. Each strategic area has goals and key performance indicators (kpi’s)
attached to it identifying specific areas where the organization must take immediate
action to maintain its existing strengths and focus on areas that need improvement.
 

It should be noted that this is not an Economic Development Strategic Plan for the
community, but a strategic plan for the PRED organization. One of the goals identified
in this document is to develop an Economic Development strategic plan for the region
but will be done as part of a community wide effort to ensure its success.

An Economic Development Strategy only focuses on what economic areas that need to
be developed to ensure a healthy economy, this is a collaborative effort that is
completed by all economic development stakeholders with PRED taking a role on as a
champion and to ensure the completion of that strategy.  
 
The organizational strategy for PRED puts the foundational fundamentals in place to
support activities and projects such as developing an Economic Development Strategy. 
The organizational strategy for any Economic Development agency is always different
from an Economic Development Strategy.  They may intertwine at times to ensure
success of each document, but should done separately.

  
Without the fundamental blocks and foundations in place, it is not possible to develop
an economic development strategy or any economic development initiatives as the
policies, resources and funds are not in place to allow for such an activity to take place.   

 
A successfully run Economic Development Agency should be in the business of making
connections, being a champion for Economic Development and creating that successful
environment in the community to allow our economy to flourish.
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What is

Economic

Development ?
Economic Development is a very complex, multifaceted process.
There are a lot of definitions for Economic Development, but
none that portray all of the various aspects of the profession.  
There is no one single policy, process, program or template for
achieving a strong economy for a community. Each community
or region has various strengths and areas of needed
improvement, That need to be identified by that community.
Economic Development is a process that influences the growth
and wellbeing of a community through a variety of different
means, such as business retention and expansion, industry
attraction, improved tax base and a reasonable quality of
life. There are a wide variety of strategies and initiatives that
ensure a healthy economy in communities. Allowing small
businesses to grow, the attraction of industry and retaining
existing opportunities, securing access to capital, and marketing
and communications are just some of the facets to enhance and
sustain the economy in a community.
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Board of Directors for PRED

Preston Meier, Board Chair,
City of Portage la Prairie

Brent Budz,
 City of Portage la Prairie

Peggy May, 
Member at large

Melissa Draycott, 
City of Portage la Prairie

Kam Blight, 
R.M. of Portage la Prairie

Dale Wood, 
R.M. of Portage la Prairie

Garth Asham, Vice-Chair, R.M.
of Portage la Prairie
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The Portage Regional Economic Development  known
as  (PRED) advises and makes recommendations and actions matters
pertaining to economic development, which includes but are not
limited to, economic development initiatives, incentives,
current business climate, business attraction and
retention, community economic development, business
retention and expansion, marketing opportunities, and other issues
that may promote economic development.
  
PRED assists with providing input and expertise on ways
to encourage and help businesses and individuals to invest, retain and expand
in the region of Portage la Prairie, support businesses
to create jobs, diversify and increase the tax base, which ultimately
leads to a better quality of life for all who work, reside and visit the
region.

The mandate of the Portage Regional Economic Development is to create an
environment that successfully attracts new investment, retains and expands current
business for the entire community for the City of Portage la Prairie and the RM of
Portage la Prairie whilst leveraging the strong regional approach of the two
municipalities working together in collaboration.  

Purpose of PRED

Mandate of PRED
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What is the value of a Strategic Plan?

Provides distinct focus and direction.

It provides alignment with long term plans, such as

Economic Development Strategies or Development Plans.  

It serves as a guide to allow the Board of Directors and

administration to be on the same page. 

It allows direction and allocations for annual budgets and

plans. 

It functions as an accounting mechanism, allowing the

Board of Directors, Municipalities and public to evaluate

progress and ensure that the organization is moving in the

right direction.

A strategic plan:

We can not successfully create an environment if we are not

supporting Business, Industry, and Community organizations and

engaging these stakeholders regularly. 

PRED needs to be the community champion that promotes

economic development and support the integral economic

development stakeholders in the community. 

PRED will focus its efforts on being that 'quarterback' for

continued success in the community. We have been quite

fortunate to have developed strong relationships and attend

regular meetings with many organizations and businesses in

Portage la Prairie.

PRED brings the lens of Economic Development along with the

lens of Economic Development in its entirety for the whole region.
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The Importance of Strategic Planning

There are many definitions of strategic planning.

Strategic planning can be defined as an

organization’s roadmap for the future that is

guided by the overall mandate. It is a plan that

should be used by the entire organization so that

everyone knows the plan and can self-identify

themselves and their role in this plan.

The Process

Definition of Strategic Planning

The Objective of a Organizational Strategy

The objective set out by the Board of Directors was the

following:  

 

“The objective of an organizational strategy for PRED is

to focus on strategic areas that identify everything that we as

an organization intend to do to achieve the goals and

objectives that move the organization forward to success.”

 

“This organizational strategy for PRED will refer more to

long-term goals than short-term ones. This will identify where

we as an organization will focus our efforts, identify how it

will evolve to get to

where we want it to go.”
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The strategic planning process began with the need to

identify where the PRED organization wants to focus its

efforts over the next few years. The decision

to move forward and develop a strategic plan was

identified. 

The Board reviewed the strategies outlined in the

Strategic Plans for the City and the RM. 

We needed to align the strategies of PRED with those of

the City and the RM that pertained directly to Economic

Development.

Expand Industrial Park & Development

Encourage Residential Growth 

Rural Municipality of Portage la Prairie Strategies:

 

The strategies above align with one of the core strategies which is Regional

Economic Development.

Investing and concentrating on the community’s infrastructure and

future.

Revitalization to Saskatchewan Avenue & Supporting the Downtown

City of Portage la Prairie Strategies: 

 

 

The strategies above align with one of the core

Strategies which is Regional Economic Development.
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The Process continued

How was the organizational strategy developed?
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SWOT ANALYSIS

During the process of completing the strategic plan the organization completed
a SWOT analysis, this provided a framework to identify where the organization's
strengths lie and where these could improve.
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Strategic Areas

Strategic Areas
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Goals for Strategic Areas
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Goals for Strategic Areas
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Governance Strategic Area 1

Key Performance Indicators for Goals 

Goal 1: Review and update the organization’s bylaws

Review current bylaws and make applicable changes. 
Develop a term of reference for the board.
Seek legal counsel on changing the corporation's name from Central Plains Inc to Portage Regional
Economic Development.

Goal 1: Key performance indicators

1.
2.
3.

Review of all current policies.  
Identification of missing policies . 
Develop all identified missing policies. 
Review policies and enforce them through resolution.

Goal 2: Develop strong policies

Goal 2: Key performance indicators

1.
2.
3.
4.

 

Develop a process and operation manual for the annual audit of financial statements
and organization.
Develop a process and operation manual for both provincial and federal annual returns. 
Develop a process and operation manual GST biannual.
Seek legal counsel to officially change articles of incorporation.

Goal 3: Focus on corporation maintenance 

Goal 3: Key performance indicators
  

1.

2.
3.
4.

Risk identification – What can go wrong? 

Risk analysis – How will the identified risks affect PRED?  

Risk control – What should PRED do to be proactive? 

Risk treatment – If something does happen, what are the processes in place to mitigate
as much of the impact as possible.  

Performance management system put in place for staff
Succession Planning development for staff and key roles 

Professional development plan put in place for staff

Goal 4: Risk Management  

Goal 4: Key performance indicators

1.
2.
3.
4.

Goal 5: Personnel & Human Resources

Goal 5: Key performance indicators

1.
2.
3.
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Communication Strategic Area 2

Key Performance Indicators for Goals 

Identify to whom we communicate & the frequency.
Develop a working communication strategy. 
Identify branding & logos and develop guidelines and policies for use.  

Create an index of all current tools we use to communicate.
Identify which tools best serve us as an organization, whilst maintaining current trends.

Identify who can speak on behalf of the organization.
Identify who can utilize social media accounts.
Identify who has access to social media accounts. 
Create an operating manual on how PRED communicates.

Communicate that PRED is a champion and quarterback for Economic Development.
Continue regular meetings with ED stakeholders.  
Attendance to council meetings for the City & RM. 
Attendance to regular meetings that require Economic Development input.  

Identify the need for extra resources to communicate more effectively.
Identify the need for a shared inter-agency communication coordinator.
Identify the cost sharing model and service agreement if feasible.

Goal 1: Develop a communication strategy 

Goal 1: Key performance indicators

1.
2.
3.

 

    

Goal 2: Identification and a plan surrounding the tools we use

Goal 2: Key performance indicators

1.
2.

  

Goal 3: Develop a communication & social media policy

Goal 3: Key performance indicators

1.
2.
3.
4.

Goal 4: Community & stakeholder engagement

Goal 4: Key performance indicators

  

1.
2.
3.
4.

  

 

Goal 5: Feasibility of an interagency communication coordinator 

Goal 5: Key performance indicators

1.
2.
3.
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Financial Management & Responsibility -

Strategic Area 3

Key Performance Indicators for Goals 

Develop and negotiate the funding agreement between the City and RM from 2021-2026.

Create an annual financial expenditure plan to compliment the annual budget.
Create a budget management policy. 
Create an operating manual to align with budget policies on budget management.

Develop an index of potential funding sources.
Create a case statement for PRED when applying for funding.
Align projects of PRED with provincial and federal funding programs.

Identify an allocation of the surplus from 2019 Financials.
Identify an allocation of the capital reserves from 2018.
Identify operational reserves to align with the financial sustainability of PRED.

Goal 1: Financial sustainability 

Goal 1: Key performance indicators

1.

Goal 2: Budget Management

Goal 2: Key performance indicators

  

1.
2.
3.

Goal 3: Research other revenue streams

Goal 3: Key performance indicators

1.
2.
3.

Goal 4: Reserves & allocations

Goal 4: Key performance indicators

1.
2.
3.
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Regional Economic Development -

Strategic Area 4

Key Performance Indicators for Goals 

Form a committee to lead the project made up of Economic Development Stakeholders. 
Development of a Regional Economic Development Strategy.  
Develop an actionable plan to identify all Economic Development Stakeholders and
engage the community as a whole.  

Form a committee to lead the Tourism that is made up of Regional Tourism
Stakeholders 

Create an actionable plan for the Tourism committee 

Develop an index of Tourism assets
Identify ways to determine the impacts of Tourism

Continue to attract investment to the region and navigate clients throughout all the
Economic Development stakeholders to ensure success of the investment.
Develop a Business Retention and Expansion Program for the region to retain and
support current business in the region.
Continue to be involved with community organizations that require knowledge and a
lens on Economic Development.

Goal 1: Create a Regional Economic Development Strategy 

Goal 1: Key performance indicators

1.
2.
3.

Goal 2: Develop a framework for Tourism 

Goal 2: Key performance indicators

1.

2.
3.
4.

Goal 3: Continue to be a champion and quarterback for

Economic Development in the region

Goal 3: Key performance indicators

1.

2.

3.
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Measuring

Success and Implementing the Strategies
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All of PRED’s actions going forward will be guided by the strategic area, goals
and key performance indicators as identified in this strategic plan. 

All of PRED’s planning decisions, board priorities and other Economic
Development initiatives will be inputted to the revision of strategic plan areas,
goals and kpi’s.

This strategic plan will provide direction and guidance for PRED’s business
plans and budgets. The strategies, goals and initiatives of this organization,
along with the annual budget will be aligned to achieve the priorities of the
strategic plan. 



We will undertake a comprehensive evaluation, both quantitative and qualitative, on the impact of

this strategic plan and the outcomes will form the basis for the next strategic plan.

Our success in achieving the strategies, goals and kpi’s outlined in this strategic plan will be used as a

measurement of success.

The PRED organization will continually monitor progress towards desired outcomes and report back to the

Board of Directors, Council, and the public on an annual basis.

A comprehensive project tracker will be used to ensure the strategic plan moves forward as a living, usable

document.

We will be reviewing our success quarterly and will include progress updates in our quarterly reports and

publishing the tracker on our website.

PORTAGE REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Tracking the progress
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